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                 Abstract 
The extremal transmission of acoustic wave near the Dirac point in two-dimensional (2D) sonic 
crystal (SC), being inversely proportional to the thickness of sample, has been demonstrated 
experimentally for the first time. Some unusual beating effects have been observed experimentally 
when the acoustic pulse transport through the 2D SC slabs. Such phenomena are completely different 
from the oscillations of the wave in a slab or cavity originating from the interface reflection or Fabry-Perot 
effect. They can be regarded as acoustic analogue to Zitterbewegung of relativistic electron. The 
physical origination for the phenomenon has been analyzed. 
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Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in studying the transport of electromagnetic wave 
near the Dirac point in two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal (PC) [1-3]. In some 2D PCs with 
triangular or honeycomb lattices, the band gap may become vanishingly small at corners of the 
Brillouin zone, where two bands touch as a pair of cones. Such a conical singularity is referred to as the 
Dirac point similar to the case of electron in the monolayer graphene [4, 5]. When we describe the 
transport of electromagnetic wave near the Dirac point inside the PC, the Maxwell equations can 
reduce to the Dirac equation due to the linear dispersion around it [1]. This leads to some unusual 
transmission properties of electromagnetic wave in the PC [1-3]. For example, the optical conductance 
near the Dirac point is inversely proportional to the thickness of sample, which is different from the 
ballistic behavior in general band regions and exponential decay with the increase of sample thickness 
when the frequency lies in the gap regions [2]. Although such an extremal transmission phenomenon in 
the 2D PC has been pointed out theoretically [2], it has not been observed experimentally so far. 
In this work, we demonstrate both experimentally and theoretically that such a phenomenon can 
also appear for acoustic wave in 2D sonic crystal (SC). Based on these, we study experimentally 
dynamic behavior of pulse transmission through the 2D SC slabs with the center frequency near the 
Dirac point. Some unusual beating effects are found. The phenomenon can be regarded as acoustic 
analogue to Zitterbewegung (ZB) of relativistic electron, which is similar to the case of photon near the 
Dirac point in the PC [3]. 
The SC used in the experiments consists of a hexagonal array of steel cylinders immersed in 
water with a lattice constant a=1.5mm and a filling ratio 0.403. The band structure of the system 
obtained by the multiple-scattering Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker method [6] is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The 
material parameters used in the calculations are: density 31000 /g mρ =  and sound velocity 
 for water, and density1490 /c m= s 37800 /g mρ = and longitudinal wave velocity  
for steel. The corresponding measured data of transmission coefficient along 
smcl /6010=
KΓ direction for a 
rectangular sample with different thickness and width 86 mm are plotted in Fig. 1(b). The measurement, 
based on the well-known ultrasonic transmission technique [7], is performed on a Panametrics LSC-02 
ultrasonic scanning system. A pulser/receiver generator (Panametrics model 5900PR) produces a 
driving short-duration pulse of a width about 2.0 μs for the generating transducer. The generating 
transducer, placed far away from the sample to yield an input pulse approximating a plane wave, serves 
as the source of acoustic waves, and a receiving transducer placed on the opposite side of the sample 
serves as the detector for the transmitted signal. Both the generating and receiving transducers have a 
diameter of 25mm and a central frequency of 0.5 MHz. The assembly of the generating transducer, the 
sample and the receiving transducer is immersed in a water tank. The excellent agreement between the 
experimental measurements and the band structure can be observed.  
The key feature of this band structure is that the band gap becomes vanishingly small at corners 
of the Brillouin zone at 0 .55f M H z= , where two bands touch as a pair of cones in a linear 
fashion. This is similar to the case of the Dirac point of photon in the PC although some unsymmetries 
exist [1, 2]. If we regard such a point as the Dirac point of acoustic wave in the SC, the transport of 
acoustic wave around it can be described by the following Dirac equation [1, 2] 
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Where ),( 21 ψψψ =  represents the amplitudes of two degenerate Bloch states at one of the 
corners of the hexagonal first Brillouin zone. The frequency Dω  and velocity  in the Dirac 
point depend on the parameters of the SC. Thus, the flux of acoustic wave inside the SC can be written 
as 
Dv
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1 2 2 1(D Dj v )ψ ψ ψ ψ= + . In the free space outside of the SC, the transport of acoustic wave 
still follows the elastic wave equation. If the acoustic flux outside of the SC is defined as Pj , 
applying the boundary condition of flux conservation ( P Dj j= ) for the SC slabs with thickness L, 
we can obtain the transmission (T) of the acoustic wave around the Dirac point .The 
detailed derivation is similar to the case of electromagnetic wave in Ref.[2]. This means that the 
transmission of acoustic wave near the Dirac point is inversely proportional to the thickness of sample, 
which is similar to diffusion behavior of wave through a disordered medium even in the absence of any 
disorder in the SC. 
1 /T L∝
In order to test such a phenomenon experimentally, we fabricate a series of SC slabs of different 
thicknesses and measure the transmission of acoustic wave through them. The widths of all samples are 
taken as 86mm. The product of transmission coefficient along KΓ direction and L as a function of 
the sample thickness at 0 .55f M H z= is plotted in Fig.2 as dark dots. The red solid line represents 
the numerical results obtained by a rigorous multiple-scattering method [6]. Excellent agreement 
between the measured and the calculated results is apparent. Both of them show that keeps 
constant (green line) with the increase of 
2T L
L  although it oscillates around green line. Here the green 
line is drawn only for view, which can be regarded as the corresponding to the above theoretical result 
( ). The oscillating characteristics of  depend on the interface and the thickness of 
the sample, but they leave the green line unaffected [2]. That is to say, the transmission of acoustic 
wave in such a case is actually inversely proportional to the thickness of the sample. This is completely 
different from the ballistic behavior in general band regions, where the transmission coefficient is near 
constant and  increase linearly with the increase of 
1 /T ∝ L 2T L
2T L L . At the same time, it is also different 
from the exponential decay with the increase of sample thickness when the frequency lies in the gap 
regions. This means that we have demonstrated experimentally the existence of extremal transmission 
of acoustic wave near the Dirac point in the SC. Such an extremal transmission can appear only in 
small frequency interval around the Dirac point, which is similar to the case of electromagnetic wave in 
the PC [2]. It is suitable for the transmission along KΓ direction. For the transmission along 
MΓ direction, it is suppressed exponentially with increasing the sample thickness because there 
exists a gap at the same frequency. 
After the phenomenon of extremal transmission has been demonstrated, in the following we 
investigate the dynamic behavior of acoustic wave transport near the Dirac point in the above SC. Thus, 
we inject a Gaussian acoustic pulse into the samples and measure the time dependence of transmission 
through the sample. The measured results for filter frequency widths 0 .01f M H zΔ = , 
0 .02 M H z  and 0 .03M H z  are plotted in Fig.3 (a), (b) and (c). Dark, red and green correspond to 
the results with L=14a, 19a and 24a, respectively. It is seen clearly that all of them are oscillations 
(beating effect). The oscillations have a transient character, as they are attenuated exponentially with 
the increase of time. They can be observed only when the thickness of the sample is bigger than several 
wavelengths such as 10a. For thin samples such as 3L a≤ (the sample thickness near one 
wavelength), the second peak basically disappears. That is to say, no oscillation can be observed. 
However, once the oscillation appears, its period depends weakly on the thickness of the sample, while 
it is linearly dependent on the filter frequency widths. For example, the period for 
0 .01f M H zΔ = (in Fig.3 (a)) is nearly 3 times of that for 0 .03f M H zΔ = (Fig.3 (c)).  
It is well known that the oscillations of the transmission intensity can also appear when the 
waves transport through a slab or cavity due to the interface reflection or Fabry-Perot effect [8, 9]. In 
this case, the oscillation period is determined by the thickness of the sample and the central frequency 
of the pulse. The frequency need not locate at the vicinity of the Dirac point. When the frequency (or 
wavelength) and the thickness of the sample or cavity satisfy the resonant conditions, the oscillation 
appears [8, 9]. However, the present oscillations are in contrast to such a case. This means that such an 
oscillation does not originate from the interface or Fabry-Perot effect, although they maybe have some 
effect on such a phenomenon. It is also not related to the localization effect, because the transport of 
wave exhibits diffusion behavior. Such a phenomenon is directly related to the ZB, which is similar to 
the case of electromagnetic wave [3].  
ZB represents an oscillatory motion of free electrons described by the Dirac equation in the 
absence of external fields, which is caused by the interference between the positive and negative 
energy states [9]. It was believed that the experimental observation of the effect is impossible since one 
would confine the electron to a scale of the Compton wavelength [11]. Although many theoretical 
investigations have shown that such a phenomenon can be also found for nonrelativistic electrons in 
solid systems [12-15] and photon in the PC [3], it has not been observed directly from experimental 
measurements all the time.  
According to the theory of ZB, the evolution of wave packet with the time in the systems can be 
obtained analytically. For example, we consider a Gaussian wave packet in the form [14, 18, 3] 
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The packet is centered at  and is characterized by a width of d. The unit vector (1, 0) 
is a convenient choice [18, 3].  Here 
),0( 00 ykk =
rG and kG represent the position and wave vector of the wave 
packet, respectively, xk  and yk are two components of the wave vector. By using the Hamiltonian 
in Eq.(2),  the time-dependent displacement ( ( )x t ) of such a Gaussian wave packet along 
KΓ direction of the SC can be obtained as [13,17, 3]  
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After the average displacement is obtained, the velocity of wave packet can be calculated by 
ttxtv ∂∂= /)()( . The calculated result for )(tv  as a function of time is plotted in Fig.4 as 
solid line. Here  is obtained experimentally by calculating the ratio between transport distance of 
acoustic pulse and time, 
Dv
0 yk  and d are taken as corresponding to 0 .02f M H zΔ = . It can be seen 
clearly that it is oscillation function of time, which is a direct manifestation of ZB. The period of ZB is 
linearly dependent on  or yk 0 2 fδω π= Δ  due to linear Dirac-like dispersion around the Dirac 
point. The amplitude of ZB has a transient character, as it is attenuated exponentially with the increase 
of time. This can be understood from Eq.(4), in which there are terms for exponential decay. Although 
these oscillation features for )(tv  are agreement qualitatively with the experimental results for the 
transmission coefficient, it seems to be not interrelated between them. In fact, they are corresponding. 
This is because the velocity of wave packet )(tv  is proportional to the energy flux ( ( )j t ) of 
acoustic pulse ( ( ) ( )j t v t∝ ). At the same time, ( )j t  can be obtained by making a difference of 
pulse intensity (I(t)) to time ( ( ) ( ) /j t d I t d= t ). The intensity (I(t)) or transmission coefficient can 
be obtained from experimental measurements (see Fig.3). Thus, we can obtain ( )j t  from the 
experimental data and quantitatively compare it with the theoretical result for ( )v t . 
Dark dots (circle and triangular) in Fig.4 are the results by making a difference of the 
experimental data of transmission coefficient to time. That is to say, they are the experimental results. 
Here the data is only taken for one period (between the second peak and the third peak in Fig.3 (b)). 
Dark triangular and circle correspond to the case with L=14a and 24a, respectively. Comparing them 
with solid line, we find that the oscillating periods are basically identical. Some differences between 
the theoretical results and experimental measurements originate from the effect of finite size and 
interface as has been analyzed above. With the increase of sample thickness, the experimental results 
become more agreement with the theoretical estimation.  
In addition, the deficiency of the oscillation for the thin samples can be also explained by the 
theory of ZB. When the thickness of the sample is very small, the transport of wave exhibits ballistic 
behavior. In this case, it can not be described by Eq.(1). Therefore, the oscillation disappears. When the 
thickness of the sample becomes bigger, diffusion behavior plays a leading role. In such a case, 
remarkable oscillations can be observed as shown in Fig.3. In a word, all phenomena observed in the 
experiments can be explained by the theory of ZB. This means that the beating effect observed from 
the experimental measurements is acoustic analogue to the ZB of relativistic electron, which is similar 
to the case of electromagnetic wave in the PC [3] or electron in the monolayer graphene [16-17].  
The above experiments and calculations only focus on one kind of structure parameters of the 
SC. In fact, we have also considered the other cases with different structure parameters, for example, 
the radius of steel cylinder change from 0.3a to 0.4a. The similar phenomena have been obtained. This 
indicates that some phenomena in relativistic quantum mechanics, which is very difficult to be 
observed experimentally in the electron systems, can be observed easily by experimental measuring 
through acoustic wave in the SC slabs.   
In summary, we have demonstrated experimentally existence of a new transport regime of 
acoustic wave in the SC near the Dirac point. In this regime, the transmission of acoustic wave is 
inversely proportional to the thickness of sample, which can be described by the Dirac equation very 
well. Based on these, we have observed directly acoustic analogue to the ZB of relativistic electron 
from experimental measurements for the time dependence of transmission coefficients of acoustic 
pulse. We anticipate our work to be a starting point for more experimental investigations on the 
phenomena of relativistic quantum mechanics by using classical waves and extensive applications of 
the phenomena to acoustic devices.  
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 Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 (a) Calculated photonic band structure of acoustic wave for a triangular lattice of steel 
cylinder with R/a=1/3 in a water background. (b) The measured transmission coefficient of acoustic 
wave along KΓ  direction for 2D sonic crystal corresponding to (a). The solid line corresponds to 
the result with the sample thickness 1 0L a=  and dashed line to that with 2 0L a= . 
 
Fig.2 (a) Schematic picture depicting measure processes. (b) The product of  and 2T L  as a 
function of sample thickness at 0 .55f M H z= . Dark dots correspond to experimental data and 
red line to numerical results. The green line is drawn only for view, which can be regarded as the 
corresponding to the theoretical result 1 /T L∝ . The other parameters are identical to those in 
Fig.1. 
 
Fig.3 Experimental data of the transmission after the injection of a Gaussian pulse with center 
frequency 0 .55f M H z=  into the samples. Dark, red and green correspond to the cases with 
L=14a, 19a and 24a, respectively. (a)，(b) and (c) correspond to the cases with the filter frequency 
widths 0 .01f M H zΔ = , 0 .02 M H z  and 0 .03M H z , respectively. 
 
Fig.4 Comparison between the theoretical result (solid line) for velocity ( )(tv ) of pulse 
evolution and experimental measurements (circle, triangular dots) for energy flux ( )j t .  Triangular 
and circle dots correspond to the cases with L=14a and 24a for the filter frequency widths 
0 .02f M H zΔ = , respectively. The other parameters are identical to those in Fig.3. 
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